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Thermodynamics serves several functions for chem- 
istry and ita sister sciences and technologies. The first 
of these historically, and still one of the most important, 
is the provision of limits on the performance of pro- 
ceases and devices. The very origins of thermodynamics 
developed from the creative ways people addressed the 
problem of how beat to pump water out of mines.’ The 
provision of limits of performance is the main concern 
of the work we describe here. Research during the past 
9 years has led to new ways of finding natural bounds 
on performance under the constraint that the system 
operate at a nonzero rate, thereby giving more realistic 
bounds than those derived from reversible processes. 
Some approaches tell us only the limits; others tell us 
also the process that would yield those limits. Fre- 
quently, we can infer how the lower bound on the en- 
ergy we pay for operating at  a nonzero rate depends on 
that rate of operation. There even exist processes for 
which no zero-rate reversible counterpart exists.2 

The difference between the performance of a rever- 
sible process and a real-time process may be consider- 
able, so great that relying on the bounds based on re- 
versible models can be quite misleading. For example, 
a theoretical heat engine operating between 300 K and 
2700 K with friction, finite heat conductance between 
the engine and its reservoirs, and a heat leak: all chosen 
to correspond approximately to an automobile engine, 
has an ideal Carnot efficiency of (2700-300)/2700 = 
0.89. The efficiency of the engine when operating to 
generate maximum power is only 0.33. 

Another example is the frequent use of roasting with 
subsequent reduction in ore processing, both processes 
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which usually are carried out with large expenditures 
of energy, even in cases when the metal has lower free 
energy content than the ore, and the refining therefore 
in principle could have supplied work. In short, the 
constxaints attending operating in finite time reduce the 
limits on performance so much that it is desirable to 
find general methods to calculate more realistic limits 
that reflect those constraints. 

Extension to Finite-Time Thermodynamics 
The first natural pathway to those more realistic 

criteria is the extension of the concepts of thermody- 
namic potential* and availability5 to incorporate the 
constraints on time or rate with the other 
constraints-such as constant temperature, pressure, 
or volume-in the construction of the potential (see 
later). Such extensions of thermodynamic potentials, 
traditionally functions only of the state variables of the 
system itself, to include time or rate, are justified by 
some existence theorems that need not be reproduced 
here.4 In many cases one wants more than just the 
maximum work that can be produced in a certain time. 
One may need to know the detailed time path that 
yields this maximum work. The tool to obtain this is 
optimal control theory. Applying this method is usually 
much more involved than finding a potential and must 
often be done numerically, but in return the optimal 
time path contains all the information about the op- 
timized system, including the maximum work it can 
provide-much as the wave function is the source of all 
information in quantum mechanics. The optimization 
of the Otto cycle illustrates this procedure! In contrast 
to the usual parameter optimizations done in engi- 
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neering design, in this calculation, the parameters of 
period, heat transfer, fuel assumption, etc., were fixed 
at  conventional values, and only the time path of the 
piston was varied from its conventional sinusoidal form 
to optimize the power. Optimizing the piston motion 
alone could increase the power output of the engine by 
8-15%. 

The maximum work a system can do in a given pro- 
cess is one index of performance; it is not the only one 
we could choose. Some others are as follows: the the- 
oretical, or Carnot, efficiency qc = 1 - (TL/TH) = (ideal 
work, W)/(heat to produce W); the thermal efficiency 
q = (work actually delivered, “,)/(heat to produce We); 
the effectiveness 6 = “,/(change in availability); the 
power; the dissipated availability (availability lost and 
not transformed to work); the entropy produced; and 
the net revenue. Some criteria of performance, such as 
power, are not meaningful for reversible processes. 
Others, such as entropy generated, can be separated 
into loss terms that have no relation to the rate of the 
process and other loss terms that depend specifically 
on time or rate. Entropy of mixing is of the first kind, 
and ohmic heating and other friction-based heat gen- 
eration processes are clearly of the second kind. A 
system optimized by one criterion need not be optimal 
with respect to others. A later section illustrates dif- 
ferences that follow from different choices of criterion. 

One goal of finite-time thermodynamics is the iden- 
tification of generic models that can play roles of great 
generality, in the way the Carnot engine is the arche- 
typical heat engine in reversible thermodynamics. 
Assuredly, one uses many other idealized models such 
as the air-standard cycles (Otto, Diesel, Stirling, Bray- 
ton, etc.) to describe classes of real engines approxi- 
mately but more accurately than with the Carnot en- 
gine, even when retaining the conditions of reversibility. 
With the introduction of time constraints and the 
corresponding time-dependent loss processes, the pos- 
sibilities might seem to open without limit. It appears 
now, however, that one may need only a few idealized 
paradigms for finite-time behavior. 

One generic class consists of mechanical processes 
driven by heat, for which the irreversibilities occur en- 
tirely a t  the boundaries between system and sur- 
roundings. These systems are called “endoreversible”, 
and two subclasses have been identified until now, those 
dominated by constraints on heat transfer between the 
system and its reservoirs and those dominated by 
friction and heat leaks. Systems with both kinds of 
losses divide3 into sets dominated by one kind of irre- 
versibility or the other. 
Mechanical Processes Driven by Heat 

We will illustrate some of the consequences of fin- 
ite-time operation by examining several generic pro- 
cesses. First, consider systems consisting of a working 
fluid which may be connected to a range of heat res- 
ervoirs, operating either in a cycle (e.g., a reciprocating 
steam engine) or in continuous flow (e.g., a steam tur- 
bine). The most general approach to such heat engines 
is provided by the black box model known as the tri- 
cycle f~rmal i sm,~  which only involves energy balance 
and the second law, and keeps track of entropy flow and 
generation, without requiring any specific knowledge 
of how the process works in detail. An early model of 
a laser used this idea7 but without developing its gen- 

t t t 

Figure 1. Tricycle decomposition of a general heat process into 
its reversible and irreversible parts. Each side of the tricycle 
represents heat flow qi into a reservoir with temperature Ti. The 
input from the hot reservoir is q2; q b  is set equal to q2 to make 
all losses accountable to the work (q l )  and waste heat (q3) flows. 
The first tricycle on the right, being reversible, has zero entropy 
production per cycle. 

described as flows between a working system and three 
reservoirs. In this way simple heat engines can be 
represented by a triangle, standing for the system, with 
flows through each side of the triangle representing 
flows between the system and one of the (heat or work) 
reservoirs. This pictorial representation of a cyclic 
process is the “tricycle”. More complex systems may 
require more than one triangle for their representation. 

The crux of the tricycle method is the decomposition 
of the real process into a reversible part and an irre- 
versible part, as illustrated in Figure 1. Some processes, 
such as separation, are best decomposed into three 
parts: a reversible part, a part containing the inherently 
irreversible contributions that occur even with infinitely 
slow operation, and a third part that contains the 
time-dependent irreversibilities. By choosing generic 
expressions for the most important losses-friction, 
finite heat conductance, and heat leakage-in terms of 
system parameters and the cycle time, it becomes 
possible to optimize the performance of the engine. 

The important finding3 is that the optimal operation 
of the general heat engine shows a bifurcation, as a 
function of the ratio of friction to heat resistance, into 
two classes: those which are friction dominated and 
those which are dominated by resistance to heat flow. 

Curzon and Ahlborn* considered a model of an engine 
which is a particularly simple yet rich elaboration of the 
Carnot engine. The Curzon-Ahlborn engine has a cycle 
of two adiabats and two isotherms and suffers losses due 
only to thermal resistance between the reservoirs at 
temperatures TH and TL and the working fluid. We 
shall refer to such an engine as a CA engine. Its Carnot 
efficiency is 

(1) 

obtained for infinitely slow operation. Curzon and 
Ahlborn* asked not about maximum efficiency but in- 
stead about the efficiency when the engine produces 
maximum power and found it to be 

9 3  9, qf 

oc = 1 - TL/TH 

ow = 1 - (TL/TH)lI2  

independent of the thermal conductance K. This latter 
efficiency, Curzon and Ahlborn found, corresponds 
considerably closer to the actual performance of power 
plants than does o,! 

In general, the CA engine can be optimized according 
to a variety of criteria, subject to the constraints of the 
reservoir temperatures and a fixed time T for the period 

(7) J. Geusic, E. 0. Schulz-duBois, and H. E. D. Scovil, Phys. Reo., 156. 

(8) F. L. Curzon and B. Ahlborn, Am. J .  Phys., 43, 22 (1975). 
343 (1967). 
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Figure 2. Distribution of the times an endoreversible engine is 
in contact with its hot reservoir (7J and its cold reservoir (72) when 
different criteria of performance are optimized. The location of 
solutions corresponding to maximum revenue (see text) is situated 
in the shaded region. 

of the cycle. Control to attain the optimum behavior 
is achieved by varying the portion of 7 allotted to each 
branch of the cycle. Adiabatic branches are ordinarily 
taken to be instantaneous in analyses of this kind, since 
no dissipation is associated with them. Thus the op- 
timization can be described by the durations of the 
high- and low-temperature isotherms 71 and 7 2  where 
71 + 7 2  = 7; a graph showing the optimag is presented 
in Figure 2. The loci of solutions for the CA engine, 
determined by maximizing power, maximizing effi- 
ciency, minimizing entropy production, and minimizing 
loss of availability are straight lines. Note that for CA 
engines minimizing entropy production is equivalent to 
minimizing loss of availability.1° 

We can identify the rate of revenue R for the process 
as a linear combination of power and rate of loss of 
availability, R = aP + PA, because the power P is a 
saleable good-and the availability A represents input 
resources, so A is negative; a and B represent the prices 
of power and availability? Then, for any pair of positive 
prices a and P optimal R defines a line between the line 
of maximized power and the line of minimized loss of 
availability. Hence all economically optimal solutions 
for any pair of prices a, P lie inside the shaded region 
of Figure 2. If resources are free, R is equivalent to P, 
and if power is given away, R is equivalent to A. This 
is an example of how one can bound the optimal solu- 
tion with limits determined by nature, without knowing 
the exact criterion of performance. 

A more general class of heat engines whose reservoirs 
have variable temperatures can be operated to minimize 
the total entropy production.1° When this optimization 
is applied, the rate of entropy production is a constant, 
given by 

(3) 
L 

where ai is the entropy change of the working fluid 
along branch i. This result holds also for an endorev- 

(9) P. Salmon and A. Nitzan, J. Chem. Phys., 74, 3546 (1981). 
(10) P. Salmon, A. Nitzan, B. Andresen, and R. S. Berry, Phys. Rev. 

A,  21, 2115 (1980). 

eralized fluxes from reservoirs, provided such fluxes are 
functions, however nonlinear, of the generalized forces 
at the boundary but are not functions of. time or of any 
time derivatives of the forces. The maximum power of 
such engines is given by1’ 

Pmax = K Variance (Tre8(t))1/2 (4) 

where Variance refers to the time average of the square 
deviation of (T,,,( t ) )  1/2 from its mean value. 

These examples have either assumed a specific cycle 
(Carnot in the case of CA engines) or focused on the 
temperature variations of the working fluid, sidestep- 
ping the volume variations necessary to achieve them 
and their possible restrictions. Rubin12 made the first 
complete optimal control calculations of the general 
endoreversible engine, the only restrictions being limits 
on piston velocity, heat conductance between the 
working fluid and the reservoir, and the range of 
available reservoir temperatures. Fairen and Ross13 
have studied constraints due to inertial effects. A 
qualitative summary of these findings is that the 
working fluid should optimally accept and reject heat 
isothermally, at temperatures which minimize the losses 
across the thermal resistance, and “jump” from one 
isotherm to the other as quickly as the constraints allow. 
If there are no limits on piston velocity, this means 
instantaneously, i.e., adiabatically, thus recovering the 
interior Carnot cycle assumed in the Curzon-Ahlborn 
analysis.8 In addition all endoreversible engines have 
the same staging property as Carnot engines: If one 
puts two or more engines of the same kind in sequence, 
then the whole system behaves as a single engine of that 
kind.14 This makes the endoreversible engine a unique 
building block for analyzing larger finite-time thermo- 
dynamic systems. 

Much progress has also been made on the form of the 
optimal trajectories for specific working fluids. Such 
analyses typically include considerations of fric- 
tion>6,15,16 inertia,13 and other losses and/or constraints 
of operation and must eventually resort to numerical 
methods. 

Processes Driven by Chemical Reactions 
Many familiar power-producing systems are driven 

by heat generated by an exothermic chemical reaction. 
Such engines have two important features. Firstly, the 
heat carrier is generally finite in size and, secondly, 
there is usually a limit on the rate of production of the 
heat used to drive the engine. 

The source of heat for a chemically driven engine is 
the reaction product mixture. Because this has finite 
heat capacity, although it is initially at temperature TH, 
heat from the mixture cannot be converted into work 
with the Carnot efficiency qc, since the temperature of 
the high-temperature reservoir decreases as heat is 
transferred from the mixture. For a reversible engine 
working between a heat source with finite, constant heat 

(11) P. Salmon, Y. B. Band, and 0. Kafri, J. Appl. Phys., 53, 197 

(12) M. H. Rubin, Phys. Rev. A, 19,1272 (1979); ibid., 19,1277 (1979); 

(13) V. Fairen and J. Ross, J. Chen. Phys., 75, 5485 (1981). 
(14) M. H. Rubin and B. Andresen, J. Appl. Phys., 53, 1 (1982). 
(15) Y. B. Band, 0. Kafii, and P. Salmon, J. Appl. Phys., 53,8 (1982). 
(16) V. Fairen and J. Ross, J. Chem. Phys., 75,5490 (1981). 
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ibid., 22, 1741 (1980). 
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Figure 3. Optimal temperature profiie along the reactor tube 
for an exothermic reaction with a temperature-dependent rate 
constant obeying an Arrhenius law. The dashed c w e  with t = 
lo00 corresponds to maximum power output. 

capacity initially at  T H  and an infinitely large cold 
reservoir at  TL,  the reversible efficiency is given by17 

for the case where the source is cooled all the way down 
to TL. Further discussion of the production of work 
from finite heat sources is given in ref 17 and 18. 

We have thus far discussed systems whose time de- 
pendence enters through friction, heat conductance, or 
heat loss. In other systems, performance is limited by 
the rate at  which heat is generated. Consider a con- 
tinuous flow reactor that supplies heat to an engine-for 
example, a combustion-heated, steam-driven electric 
generator. For a finite reaction tube and a nonzero flow 
rate, the reaction will not, in general, go to completion, 
and the temperature of the emerging product mixture 
will depend upon the extent of the reaction. On the 
other hand the reactor must be run at a nonzero flow 
rate in order to produce power which clearly entails 
some sacrifice of fuel efficiency. 

Conditions have been established for the achievement 
of maximum power from such a For reactions 
following first-order, fmborder reversible, second-order, 
and second-order bilinear kinetics, the maximum power 
is attained at  a finite, positive flow rate; maximum fuel 
efficiency and minimum entropy production are 
achieved in the uninteresting limit of no flow. As one 
might expect, power production approaches zero at very 
slow flow rates (because heat is delivered to the engine 
very slowly) and at very high flow rates (because the 
reaction hasn't time to go to completion). A tempera- 
ture profile for the reactor (temperature as a function 
of distance along the reactor tube) in Figure 3 shows 
how the temperature increases slowly at first and then 
increases quite suddenly because of the positive feed- 
back due to the temperature dependence of the rate 
constant. At the flow rate corresponding to maximum 
power, the sudden rise in temperature-the 

(17) M. J. Ondrechen, B. Andresen, M. Monukewich, and R. S. Berry, 
Am. J.  Phys., 49,681 (1981); F. d'Isep and L. Sertorio, Nuouo Cimento 
B,  67, 41 (1982). 

(18) M. J. Ondrechen, M. H. Rubin, and Y. B. Band, J. Chem. Phys., 
78,4721 (1983). 

(19) M. J. Ondrechen, R. S. Berry, and B. Andresen, J. Chem. Phys., 
72,5118 (1980); M. J. Ondrechen, B. Andresen, and R. S. Berry, J.  Chem. 
Phys., 73, 5838 (1980). 

qwJw 
Figure 4. Diagram of a distillation column with feed entering 
at F, heavy component leaving at B, and light component leaving 
at  D. Heat is supplied at  temperature TB and withdrawn at  TD. 
In the figure W for waste is used instead of B for bottoms. 

"combustion zone"-occurs just before the end of the 
reactor tube. The maximum power obtainable from 
such a process is a very sensitive and strictly decreasing 
function of the activation energy of the reaction which 
drives the system. Furthermore, the flow rate yielding 
maximum power is itself a decreasing function of the 
activation energy. 

Systems Doing Chemical Work 
The theory of separation, and in particular isotope 

separation by distillation, got a tremendous boost 
during and after World War II for obvious reasons. The 
development was summed up in the 1950's by its main 
contributors, Benedict and Pigford20 and Cohen and 
Murphy.21 Relatively few new ideas have appeared 
since then. 

In conventional binary distillation feed of composi- 
tion (mole fraction of light component) XF is separated 
into distillate of composition xD and bottoms of com- 
position XB by passing heat Q through the distillation 
column from temperature T B  at the bottom to T D  at the 
top (see Figure 4). There is a trade-off, largely eco- 
nomic, between the number of plates in the column, i.e., 
capital, and heat load required to perform a certain 
separation, Le., operating cost. Even when heat re- 
quirements are pushed to their minimum, the effec- 
tiveness of separating a mixture of similar compounds 
into pure products by distillation, expressed as the re- 
versible work of separation divided by the work 
equivalent of the heat used in the distillation process 
(heat used multiplied by qc(TB, TD)) ,  is approximately 
only 

E = - [ x F  In X F  + (1 - x F )  In (1 - XF)]< 1 (6) 
This function has a maximum of 70% for an equimolar 
mixture, xF = 0.5. The remaining 30% of the heat is 
lost due to the inherent thermodynamics of the process 
and cannot be avoided withouth altering the distillation 
process itself, e.g., by adding extra boilers and con- 
densers along the column. 

(20) M. Benedict and T. F. Pigford, 'Nuclear Chemical Engineering", 
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1957. 

(21) K. Cohen and G. M. Murphy, T h e  The0 of Isotope Separation 
aa Applied to the Large-Scale Production of Uz", McGraw-Hill, New 
York, 1951. 
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Some work22 has been spent in the past decade pin- 
pointing the optimal position of such extra boilers and 
condensers for complete separation of very similar 
components. However, only very recently has the more 
realistic case of dissimilar components and only partial 
separation been with the goal of minimizing 
the entropy production. It is found that the possible 
saving of entropy production per unit of feed by ad- 
dition of intermediate heat exchangers is an almost 
constant function of feed composition roughly in the 
interval 0.25 < xF < 0.75. A very interesting result is 
that this function has a (gentle) minimum at XF = 0.5 
for xD > 0.89 which turns into a (gentle) maximum for 

Related to our own work on competing processess is 
that of Robert T. Ross and co-workers" on the effi- 
ciency of solar energy converters. They analyze a model 
in which solar energy is absorbed by a quantum system 
under less than reversible conditions and where some 
of the absorbed energy is lost by retransmission and by 
nonradiative recombination, much as in photosynthesis. 
The analysis yields the optimal spectral absorbance of 
the device for a range of decay rates and the associated 
conversion efficiency. The most spectacular result is 
that the efficiency can be made to exceed the ideal 
thermal efficiency by rapid equilibration among the 
electronically excited states which reduces reradiation 
and actually leaves the chemical potential of the excited 
electronic band below that of the ground band. A sim- 
ilar result for a lasing system has been discussed by 
Ben-Shaul and L e ~ i n e . ~ ~  

The effects of an oscillatory reaction path have been 
studied by John Ross and co-workers, both for heat 

and for chemical systems.27 In both cases 
resonances are found where either dissipation is a 
minimum or power production is a maximum, fre- 
quently even exceeding the performance of the optimal 
monotonic reaction path. This means that in some 
cases batch operation of a process may prove advanta- 
geous compared with steady-state ~peration.~'t~" 

Potential Structures 
On a more abstract level the availability (or exergy) 

of any chemical system has been generalized for fin- 
ite-time processes.6 First let us recall that the availa- 
bility, A,  of a system is the maximum amount of work 
that can be extracted reversibly while it comes to 
equilibrium with its surroundings. With subscript zero 
denoting environment quantities, the traditional 
availability is 

(7) 

XD < 0.89. 

A = U -  ToS + PoV- CpoinTi 
i 

The decrease in availability of a system in going from 
initial state i to final state f is then the reversible 

(22) Zs. Fonyo and P. Foldes, Acta Chin. Acad. Sei. Hung., 81, 103 

(23) 0. C. Mullins and R. S. Berry, J. Phys. Chem., 88, 723 (1984). 
(24) R. T. Roes and J. M. Collins, J. Appl. Phys., 51,4504 (1980); R. 

(1974); F. Kayihan, AIChE Symp. Ser., 76, 1 (1980). 

T. Ross and A. J. Nozik, J.  Appl. Phys., 53, 3813 (1982). 
(25) A. Ben-Shad and R. D. Levine, J. Non-Equil. Thennodyn., 4,363 

(1979). 
(26) P. H. Richter and J. Roes, J. Chem. Phys., 69, 5521 (1978). 
(27) Y. Termonia and J. Rosa, J. Chem. Phys., 74,2339 (1981); R o c .  

Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A., 78,3663 (1981); P. H. Richter, P. Rehmue, and 
J. Ross, B o g .  Theor. Phys., 66, 386 (1981). 

(28) J. S. Su and A. J. Engel, AZChE Symp. Ser., 76 (192), 6 (1980). 

(maximum) work that can be extracted in the process 
regardless of path 

w,,, = -AA (8) 

These two qualities are very desirable to preserve in the 
finite-time generalization. This is accomplished by 
optimizing the Tolman-Fine expression for the second 
iaw29 

(9) 

where p is the (vector) set of generalized forces, dz' is 
the (vector) set of generalize4 displacements corre- 
sponding to the components of F, To is the temperature 
of the surroundings into which all heat eventually goes, 
and S, is the total entropy of the system plus sur- 
roundings. The integrals are carried out along the path 
taken by the system. Then for an arbitrary process with 
no mass transfer 

(10) 

which leads us to defiie the finite-time availability A 
of a system undergoing any of a certain class of pro- 
cesses Bo in time 7 to be the maximum work extractable 
by any process within the class Bo: 

W = -AA - TostfS, dt 
t ,  

where the maximum is understood to be taken subject 
to the constraints of the problem, including time or rate 
constraints. We thus define the generalized (finite- 
time) availability A by changing eq 9 from a statement 
into a recipe for computing that generalized availability 
from the dynamical equations for work, the constraints, 
and the equations governing the entropy production of 
the system. 

Another finite-time extension of thermodynamics 
with immediate chemical applications is that of ther- 
modynamic potentials! We are used to calculating the 
reversible work output of a process from accompanying 
changes in, e.g., the Gibbs or Helmholz free energies for 
constant T, P and constant T, V processes, respectively. 
These potentials are obtained from the incomplete 
differential dW = P dV by adding integrating terms 
g dy, e.g., V dP for constant pressure and S d T  for 
constant temperature. However, this so-called Legendre 
transform is valid for any constraint dy = 0, including 
constraints on time, complicated expressions being 
constant, or differential expressions vanishing, e.g., 
arising from equations of motion expressed as differ- 
ential equations. This complete generality opens up the 
possibility of including the dynamics and nontrivial 
Constraints of a chemical process in its generalized 
thermodynamic potential and thus being able to cal- 
culate its energetics without a complete kinetic analysis. 

Abstract geometry can be used to set a lower limit on 
the amount of availability which must be lost in any 
process leading from a specified initial state i to a final 
equilibrium state f via states of local thermodynamic 
e q ~ i l i b r i u m . ~ ~  (This excludes turbulent processes 
during which the local thermodynamic variables are not 

(29) R. C. Tolman and P. C. Fine, Rev. Mod. Phys., 20, 51 (1948). 
(30) P. Salamon and R. S. Berry, Phys. Rev. Lett.,  51, 1127 (1983). 
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well-defined.) The second derivatives d2U/ (dXi dXj) 
of the internal energy U as a function of all the exten- 
sive variables Xi have been shown by Weinhold31 to 
have the properties of d metric, which can be used to 
construct a distance D(f, i) (shortest length) between 
states i and f,32 The dissipated availability is then 

AA 1 D2(c/r) (12) 
where c is a mean relaxation time of the system, and 
r is the duration of the process. For endoreversible 
systems the bound is strengthened to 

AA 1 L2(€/?) (13) 
where L is the length of the actual path traversed from 
i to f. These expression give a direct measure of the cost 
of finite process time, in terms of internal relaxation 
times and equilibrium properties. 
Concluding Remarks 

In this Account we have pointed out the inadequacy 
of reversible thermodynamics to describe processes 
which proceed at nonvanishing rates and have pointed 

(31) F. Weinhold, J. Chem. Phys., 63, 2479 (1975). 
(32) P. Salamon, B. Andresen, P. D. Gait, and R. S. Berry, J.  Chem. 

Phys., 73,  1001, 54073 (1980). 
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out a number of new methods to treat this situation. 
The primary goal has been to obtain bounds of per- 
formance which are more realistic than the reversible 
ones. Some of the finite-time procedures are general- 
izations of traditional quantities, like potentials and 
availability; others are entirely new, like the thermo- 
dynamic length. 

Since the central ideas of reversible thermodynamics 
are retained in finite-time thermodynamics, we are 
continuing our attempts to generalize traditional con- 
cepts to include time. Especially important are con- 
nections to statistical mechanics and irreversible ther- 
modynamics, e.g., investigating the finite-time content 
of Keizer's 2-functi0n~~ and processes far from equi- 
librium. The most exciting results emerging at  the 
moment are applications of the thermodynamic length 
which seems to be able to simplify calculations on such 
diverse systems as lasers, separation by diffusion, and 
signal encoding. 

The research on this topic carried out by the authors at  the 
University of Chicago was supported initially by the National 
Science Foundation and then by the Department of Energy and 
by the Exxon Educational Foundation. 
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The realization that Raman signals from pyridine 
adsorbed at  roughened silver electrodes1 are enhanced 
loS-loS over signals from dissolved pyridine" unleashed 
a torrent of investigations that has hardly abated.4i5 
Suitable substrates for adsorbed molecular species, in 
addition to the roughened electrodes on which this re- 
markable phenomenon was first observed, include 
colloidal metal particles, vacuum-depmited metal island 
films, matrix-isolated metal clusters, roughened surfaces 
of single crystals under ultrahigh vacuum, tunnel 
junction structures, smooth metal surfaces in the at- 
tenuated total reflection arrangement, metal-capped 
polymer posts, and holographic gratings. The initial 
observations of SERS for adsorbates on gold, silver, and 
copper have been extended to include aluminum, cad- 
mium, lithium, nickel, palladium, platinum, and sodi- 
um. 

Speculations to account for this surface-enhanced 
Raman scattering (SERS) immediately fell into two 
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major categories. A purely physical mechanism was 
proposed in which the molecules were presumed to 
respond to gigantic electromagnetic fields generated 
locally by collective oscillations of the free electrons in 
small metal structures. In addition, secalled "chemical" 
mechanisms envisioned charge transfer between metal 
and adsorbate or else formation of a molecule-metal 
atom complex with consequent molecular resonances. 
Such specific molecular interactions may certainly play 
a role since different molecules on the same surface or 
different Raman bands of the same molecule may ex- 
hibit different SERS effects. Indeed, contributions to 
SERS from each of these two kinds of mechanisms, 
electromagnetic and chemical, are not mutually exclu- 
sive, yet the predominant current view is that the major 
contribution is electromagnetic and is due to the local 
field enhancement associated with resonant excitation 
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